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Making Fire
What makes
a fire?

Three pieces to the Puzzle

Play the games
below and you
will know!

Unscramble the words to reveal what

What’s What?

Complete the Fire Triangle

three things you need to make a fire.

Identify the items below as a source of fuel, heat, or oxygen:

1. Something to burn

F - next to fuel sources - things that will burn
H -	next to heat sources - things that provide the heat

Find three pathways to the fire triangle–a path of fuel sources, a
path of heat sources and a path of oxygen sources. Do not move
diagonally.

U E F L

2. Something to get fuel hot enough to burn

T H A E
X N O Y G E

____

2.

____

fire
triangle

3.

H
_ ___

fuel

heat

oxygen

______

What happens if you
only have two sides
of the triangle?

Sparks

_ ___

Gasoline

_ ___

Air

_ ___

Lighter

_ ___

Brush

_ ___

Wood

_ ___

Pine Needles _ ___
Dry Grass

end fuel

end heat

end oxygen

_ ___
fire
triangle

t

hea

Lit Cigarette _ ___

el

1.

Match

Tree Branch _ ___

3. Something found in the air
		

gen

fu

		

start

needed to start a fire

O - next to oxygen sources - things that provide oxy-

Candle Wick _ ___
oxygen
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Answers: Match-H, Tree Branch-F, Sparks-H, Gasoline-F, Air-O, Lighter-H, Brush-F, Wood-F, Pine Needles-F, Dry Grass-F, Lit Cigarette-H, Candle
Wick-F
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Fuel Sources - things that will burn
1. _____________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________

Can you find
six fuel sources and
six heat sources in the
forest scene below?

3. _____________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________
6. _____________________________________________

Heat Sources - things that provide the heat
needed to start a fire
1.		 _____________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________
6. _____________________________________________

Circle items that could
help you put out a fire.

oxygen

Learn more about the Keep Oregon Green
Ranger Program at www.keeporegongreen.org

fu

Answers: Fuel Sources: trees, chainsaw fuel, dry grass, dry wood on ground, pile of twigs, dry leaves on ground Heat Sources: Matches, running car, campfire sparks, coals in BBQ,
lit cigarette, motorcycle parked in dry grass, sparks from chainsaw Items to help put fire out: fire extinguisher, shovel, bucket of water
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fire
triangle

t

Once a fire starts, you can
put it out by taking away
one side of the fire triangle.

hea

You can prevent a fire by
keeping the parts of the fire
triangle away from each
other. Don’t let heat sources
get next to fuel sources.

el

putting the fire out!

